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A Short Report About



Digital Photography Mastery

Learn How to Take Photo Like The Professional!



DISCLAIMER / LEGAL NOTICE

The information presented in this ebook represents the views of the publisher as of the

date of publication. The publisher reserves the rights to alter and update their opinions

based on new conditions.



The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of

this ebook, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time

that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet.



While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the

Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of

the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or

organizations are unintentional.



In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income

made. Examples in these materials are not to be interpreted as a promise or guarantee

of earnings. Earning potential is entirely dependent on the person using our product,

ideas and techniques. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their

individual circumstances to act accordingly.



This ebook is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial

advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal,

business, accounting, and finance field.



This ebook is written in Arial; therefore you are always encouraged to print this book for

easy reading.
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The Science of Digital Photography

Most digital photographers already understand digital cams and its recorded images, as

well as how they work respectively. Photographers already know that cams and eyes

work hand in hand with photography, since the two is what sees the color.

Photographers are also aware of pixels matching paper, resolution, image sizes verses

resolution, shutter speed, f-stops, exposure, and bit debts.



Many people have attempted to become photographers believing all they needed to do

was snap a picture and hoped it come out perfect. The fact is you need a surplus of

knowledge in many areas of digital photography to get your pictures noticed. Like an

artist, you will need an eye for color, contrast, and scenery itself, along with an eye for

matching those pictures to please more than yourself.



Traditional cams scientifically worked on images, which permitted light to go through the

lenses and onto films. The films were sugar coated so to speak, i.e. they were made up

of chemicals that were sensitive to light and darkness. This is the term chemical

reaction coming into view, since where the film landed is when the chemicals would

react. This process records the images we see once the shot is finished. Still there is

more to the process; however, digital images differ slightly than traditional photo

processes. Digital images are created less the film, i.e. through a array of imaging

otherwise known as a chip.



Two of the well-known chips include the Complimentary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor

otherwise known as CMOS and the Charge-Coupled Device otherwise known as CCD.

Photographers are familiar with these chips and understand how they work most times,

however few will argue that once chip is better than the other. However, the cameras

prove them wrong, since both chips overall deliver the same photos.



The chips are obvious after a picture is taken, since you can view the photos on a

memory chip, floppy drive, or the camera itself. Now, you are at the process where



transferring takes place. To view your pictures, edit them, or what have you, you will

need to transfer the data onto your computer’s hard drive.



NOTE: The CMOS and CCD is essential only when you are choosing a camera to

provide photos for your career or business.



Digital cameras are unique in comparison to traditional cameras, since like the eyes of

human sees light, so does these cameras. This is when the eye for photography comes

into focus. Most photographers have a keen eye for art and views it differently than

those not in the photography business views it. For example, if a person outside of

photography was to see a nude picture they would probably think on the lines of

pornography, however photography will see this picture as a work of art. Its true

intentions:



The cameras today work like the receptors in your brain. The cameras combine three

colors to achieve a light. In other words, if the camera combines red, green and blue to

achieve the color white. The camera must be situated with the colors angling at a

particular area of the scene to come up with this color.



Respectively, if the colors are out of the cameras reach you will see the color black in

your photos. To get a multi-colored picture you will need to have either low or high

intensity focus. This is known as the brightness values. The color channels are what

photographers refer as the value of light. Now we are at the point where the camera is

recording all the colors and combing them into a full multi-color image. Go figure! A

camera today is like the human brain, i.e. it functions like our receptors.



Brief Roll Outs of Digital Photography

At what time black and white pictures were discovered, a man mixed up a few

ingredients, which composed boxes, light, chemicals and few other ingredients, which

set him off to the running in digital photography. The photos at this time were produced

in a darkroom, where safelights, easels, chemicals, thongs, timers, enlargers, measure

cylinders, paper trays, magnifiers, and the like rested on a small desk. This brought

forth the light in film, since others followed Talbot’s findings by creating their own

designs. It wasn’t until a hundred and fifty years later that digital photos came into view

however. Photography started out in the 1800s and now we are in a picture rolling, easy

movement direction that everyone wants to get in on.

At present, you don’t have to wait at the photo counters to see what your pictures will

look like, nor do you have to hope that the pictures come out to your likings. In order to

create digital photos of high quality these days, you merely need a working camera,

computer, scanner, and software tools to make it happen. If you have scenes in a

picture you do not want in the caption, you can merely crop, cut, and redesign the

picture with a quality editing software.



Some of the software programs that are used in digital photography is Adobe Photo.

This program enables you to perform many actions. If you want to dress up your photos,

you merely select the options in the programs menu of choice, and there you can do

whatever you wish to the images. You can now send all your stored photos to families

and friends via Internet through e-mails. What a remarkable change...



Editing programs today can work miracles with images. Adobe Photoshop is one of the

most valuable tools that a photographer will ever use. The program has some of the

most sophisticated tools on the market. On this program software, you can create

images. For example, you can combine two files or images and come up with one

creation. Makes you wonder why you need a camera or other subjects that compose

photography. Yet, this is part of the photography. Combining two files, you can take



each photo and pull out parts of the scene that you want in a single picture. If you want

a person in a background of another picture, you can do this easily. Adobe is also used

to design manuals, graphics, commercials, book covers, and more.



Makes you wonder what you need anything other than a computer and software, but the

fact is you can make a camera come up with a quality pictures where editing is minimal

or not even required.

Just think, black and white. Lucy O’ Ball in action, and now we are looking at pictures in

color to galore. The downside is now you can make images that appear, as they are not

originally taken. In other words, if I took a snap of a woman sitting in front of a desk, and

at the table beside her is loads of beer bottles and this woman is drunk. I could use

editing programs that offer sophisticated tools and make this woman seem naturally

happy, by removing the beer bottles, red-eyes, and conjunction the picture to make it

appear totally natural. What more could you ask for?



With a camera however, I cannot do this, yet I can come up with a high-quality photo

that brings out what is actually going on in the scene. Now you see, photos are like xrays, while you can see the inside, you don’t always see what is really going on.



Night Digital Photography

Many people find delight in the daylight hours, enjoying sunlight, people walking and so

on. However, some of us see more attractions during the night hours, and few of us will

bring those attractions to attention through digital photography. Some of the best

pictures taken where during the night hours, especially at what time the lighting is in

check.



Imagine what a large city looks like during daylight hours. You will see an enormous

amount of grey buildings mostly, yet other colored buildings may stand out. Now,

imagine the same area in the night hours. All these dull grey buildings have turned into

a colorful setting. You see the colors purple coming from the sky which is your

background setting, loads of building with yellowish lights beaming off the focal point,

black scenery is coming from few of the buildings, white specks captures the entire

surrounding, green, red, and other colors sprinkle throughout the area. Image that, one

dull grey picture turning to a colorful delight.



In comparison imagine what a chapel would look like in daylight hours and then snap a

shot during the night hours. You will have what would have been yellow/white in this

example turn into brilliant green, reddish/white foreground, yellowish offset, golden

overhead and so forth. What a beauty. If you could only see the difference in digital

photo, imagine your surprise. This is a photo known as a traffic trail shot.



Now we come to what it takes to become a night photographer. Night photographers

require different types of equipment. They also need a different talent that most other

photographers have. The concept of night photography is to capture a feeling, or a

mood in the scene. The nightlife photography is a special ability to spot the right area

and moment. It is more of a challenge, since a unique skill and experience is involved.



Many photographers in nightlife shoots will take pictures of suburban areas, since it

seems to have more to offer. Some of the best shots are taken of buildings with



floodlights. Neon signs often give off a great image. If you are shooting scenes of

suburban areas, you may want to capture flowing rivers, lakes and the like in the

background. Some of the best scenes also occur as the sun is going down. I remember

a moment when the sun turned bright orange and darkened slightly. What a neat

capture.



You will need as for equipment a tripod, torch, remote release, and proper clothing. The

torch can help you to see in completely dark areas. As for camera shots it depends on

the mood and surrounding, but many photographers in the nightlife industry will capture

scenes in a still moment, by keeping their shutters open, since exposure is one of the

prime focus. You will also need a camera that has will flash automatically. You want to

take optimum sharp photos, therefore study your aperture stetting, lighting, effects, and

when to turn off the flash.



If you are using film, you will need 50 ISO types or a 100 at most. You will also need to

learn backdrop talents, since it will deliver a higher quality result. Also, don’t forget that

editing programs are available if you need to crop, layer, saturate, and so forth. Some of

the best programs can work wonders with less than satisfied photos.



Moments give us a lasting moment. At what time you snap a picture you are taking the

time to observe something of interest that you want to last forever. Learn more about

photography to find the interest of field you may like best.
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